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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Let p be a prime number, k an algebraically closed field of
characteristic p, and O a complete discrete valuation ring with residue
 field k. In 11, Lemma 7.8 , we show the rigid nature of the source algebra
Žof a block b of a finite group G, with defect group P cf. Section 38 in
 .16 , in the class of OP-interior algebras having a P P-stable O-basis:
we prove indeed that its reduction over k determines the source algebra
over O. In this paper, we prove a stronger uniqueness statement namely
that, roughly speaking, even its reduction via a central p-subgroup deter-
mines the source algebra of a block. In particular, our result guarantees
Ž  .that if we know the Brauer category of b cf. Section 47 in 16 , for any
Ž . Ž . Ž .b, G -Brauer pair Q, f , a source algebra of the block f of C Q isG
completely determined by the knowledge of the corresponding source
Ž . Ž . Ž .algebra of the reduced block f of C Q  C Q Z Q .G G
1.2. To exploit the inductive character of such a uniqueness, it seems
necessary to dispose of some constructive procedureat least over k: to
lift to O a source algebra over k appears as a different problemand the
pursuit of such a procedure has delayed this publication for a while. In
1991, we had already proved the uniqueness above with a remark of
Markus Linckelmann on the induction of semicoering homomorphisms
whichas we explain in 2.8 belowa posteriori seems irrelevant. At
present, we propose a constructive procedurewithout guaranteeing its
effectiveness!but, as a matter of fact, the current version has been
motivated by our introduction of the so-called O*-groups: indeed, this
paper provides the tools to prove that the source algebras of blocks of
ŽO*-groups are still almost determined by their reduction over k cf.
 .Theorem 3.9 in 14 .
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1.3. Actually, if Z is a central p-subgroup of G and T a Sylow
p-subgroup, it is well-known that the element of the 2nd cohomology group
2Ž . GZ, Z determined by G can be computed from the element of
2Ž . Ž  . TZ, Z determined by T cf. Theorem 10.1, Chap. XII in 3 ; in
others words, G can be reconstructed from the knowledge of GZ and T ,
except that to determine the inclusion TG one needs some extra
Ž  .information on the Frobenius category of G see Section 4 in 7 . Analo-
gously, if P is a defect group of a block b of G, our constructive
procedure describes how to reconstruct the kP-interior source algebra E
of the block b from the knowledge of P, together with the Brauer category
Ž .of b, and the k PZ -interior source algebra of the corresponding block
of GZ.
1.4. In this case, the ordinary cohomology of groups with coefficients in
abelian groups has to be replaced by the Hochschild cohomology of
k-algebras with coefficients in bimodules; this fact forces us to consider not
only the source algebra of the corresponding block of GZ, which is
Ž Ž . l.isomorphic to k E, but all the quotients kZJ kZ  E for anyk Z k Z
l 1, and we need a uniqueness result concerning each of them.
1.5. In order to state this uniqueness result, let us fix our notation. So,
G is a finite group, b a block of G over Onamely b is a primitive
Ž .idempotent of Z OG  and P a defect group of b; let  be a local point
 4of P on OGbthat is to say, setting  b , P is a defect pointed group
Ž  . Ž .of G on OG cf. Section 37 in 16 ; recall that the source algebra OG 
     has a P P-stable O-basis Y such that P  y  P  y  P for any y	 Y
Ž Ž .  . Ž .cf. 38.7 in 16 . Moreover, we consider a subgroup Z of Z P acting
Ž .trivially on OG and a proper ideal J of OZ such that OZJ is O-free
Ž .trivially fulfilled whenever O k, which is not excluded ; in particular,
Ž .the image of Y in OZJ OG is a minimal P P-stable subsetO Z 
Ž  .containing an OZJ-basis. Notice that cf. Section 11 in 16
OG Z 
 k OG 1.5.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . O
  Ž .and therefore, according to 11, Lemma 7.8 , OG is also a source
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .algebra of the block e of C Z such that Br e    Br  cf. 37.5G Z Z
 . Ž .in 16 ; consequently, we may replace G by C Z so that, without anyG
Ž .loss of generality, we may assume that Z Z G .
1.6. Recall that a self-centralizing pointed group Q on OG is a local
Ž . Ž .pointed group on OG such that Z Q is a defect group of the block b 
Ž . Ž  .of C Q determined by  cf. Section 41 in 16 ; an essential pointedG
group R on OG is a self-centralizing pointed group on OG such that the
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .image E R of N R in Aut Q contains a proper subgroup MG  G 
Žfulfilling the following condition cf. Theorem A.9 below or Section 48 in
 .16
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x˜ ˜ ˜Ž .    1.6.1 p diides M and does not diide MM for any element x
˜Ž . Ž Ž .of E R M, and then, it is well known that cf. A.10.2 below,G 
 .Proposition 5, Chap. II in 8
Ž . Ž .1.6.2 the set of normal subgroups of E R which are not p-groupsG 
Ž .has a unique minimal element X R .G 
Ž .As we show in Corollary 2.13 below, if Z Z G then the canonical map
GGZ determines a bijection between the sets of conjugacy classes of
Ž .essential pointed groups on OG and on O GZ .
1.7. On the other hand, if B is an OP-interior algebra and Q a local	
Ž  . Ž .pointed group on B cf. Section 14 in 16 , recall that F Q denotes theB  	
group of outer automorphisms of Q which are compatible with the action
Ž . Ž  .of the normalizer of the image of Q in B * cf. Section 47 in 16 ; in	
particular, if Q is a local pointed group on OG such that Q  P , it is  
Ž  .well known that cf. Corollary 3.6 in 9
E Q  F Q . 1.7.1Ž . Ž . Ž .G  ŽO G . 
Moreover notice that if B Z  B then OZJ B
 BJ  B is also anO Z
OP-interior algebra.
THEOREM 1.8. Let B be an OP-interior algebra which fulfills B Z  B and
 4J  B 0 , and is a free OZJ-module, by left multiplication, haing an
OZJ-basis Y such that the set Z  Y is P P-stable. Assume that there is an
Ž .O PZ -interior algebra isomorphism
g : O B
 O OG , 1.8.1Ž . Ž .O Z O Z
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and that we hae E P  F P and X R  F R for some repre-G  B  	 G  B  	
sentatie R contained in P of any G-conjugacy class of essential pointed 
groups on OGb, where 	 and 	 respectiely are suitable local points of P
and R on B. Then, there is an OP-interior algebra isomorphism
g : B
 OG J  OG 1.8.2Ž . Ž . Ž . 
˜lifting a representatie of g.
 4Remark 1.9. If O has characteristic zero and we have J 0 then,
Ž  .according to Weiss’ Criterion cf. Theorem A1.2 in 13 , the existence of
Ž .an OZ-basis Y as above follows from isomorphism 1.8.1 .
Ž .  4Remark 1.10. Once we have isomorphism 1.8.1 for J 0 , it is clear
that any local pointed group Q on OG contained in P determines a 
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..local point 	 of Q on B such that E Q  F Q cf. 1.7.1 ; but aG  B  	
priori, if 
 : P
 P is a group automorphism inducing the identity on Z
and on PZ, and Q contains Z, there is no known reason forcing 
 to
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Ž . ŽŽ . .stabilize E Q and, since BRes OG fulfills all the conditions inG  
 
the theorem but the last one, some extra condition is necessary. We state
some alternative conditions in Remark 3.7 below.
1.11. Now, as a particular case of this theorem, we get the announced
uniqueness of the source algebra of a block of a central p-extension;
Ž .assume that Z Z G and consider another finite group G, a block b of
 Ž .G, a defect pointed group P of b and a subgroup Z of P Z G . Be 
aware of the fact that the canonical map GGZ determines a bijection
between the sets of conjugacy classes of essential pointed groups on OG
Ž . Ž .and on O GZ cf. Corollary 2.13 below .
COROLLARY 1.12. If there is a group isomorphism  : P
 P such that
Ž . Ž . Z  Z, that we hae an O PZ -interior algebra isomorphism
g : O Res OG 
 O OG , 1.12.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .  O Z  O Z
Ž . Ž  . Ž .and that  induces group isomorphisms E P 
 E P and X R 
G  G    G 
Ž  . X R for some representaties R and R , respectiely contained in PG      
 Ž .and P , and fulfilling  R  R, of any G- and G-conjugacy classes of 
essential pointed groups on OGb and on OGb, then we hae an OP-interior
algebra isomorphism
g : Res OG 
 OG 1.12.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .  
˜lifting a representatie of g.
Ž .1.13. Since O OG is a source algebra of the corresponding blockO Z 
Ž .of GZ cf. Corollary 2.13 below and the existence of an isomorphism
Ž . Ž .between the source algebras OG and OG is equivalent to the  
Ž .existence of a Morita equivalence induced by a permutation O P P -
Ž  .module cf. Remark 7.5 in 13 , this corollary can be translated in terms of
such Morita equivalences; actually, in these terms, it remains true for the
so-called basic Morita equivalences, namely the Morita eqivalences in-
Žduced by bimodules with sources having an O-rank prime to p cf.
 .Corollary 7.4 in 13 ; recall that these Morita equivalences determine
group isomorphisms between the corresponding defect groups, which in-
Žduce equivalances between the corresponding local categories cf. 7.6.6 in
 .13 . Set GGZ and GGZ, and denote by b and b the
corresponding blocks, and by P and P the corresponding defect pointed  
groups.
COROLLARY 1.14. Assume that there is a basic Morita equialence be-
tween b and b determining a group isomorphism  : P
 P which can be
lifted in a group isomorphism  : P
 P inducing group isomorphisms
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Ž . Ž  . Ž . Ž  .E P 
 E P and X R 
 X R for some representaties R andG  G    G  G   
  Ž .R , respectiely contained in P and P , and fulfilling  R  R, of any G-    
and G-conjugacy classes of essential pointed groups on OGb and on OGb.
Then, there is a basic Morita equialence between b and b determining  .
1.15. The main tool to prove our results is the so-called semicoering
 homomorphisms between G-algebras introduced in 7 , since they translate
in general terms for G-algebra homomorphisms the relevant properties of
the canonical map OG OG; actually, we need new facts on semicover-
ings that we expose in Section 2. In Sections 3 and 4 we respectively prove
Theorem 1.8 and Corollaries 1.12 and 1.14, and in Section 5 we describe
Ž . Ž .our constructive procedure of k OG from k OG and from theO  O 
knowledge of the Brauer category of b. Finally, in the Appendix we provide
the necessary background on the local category of b. We follow the general
 notation and terminology of 13, Sect. 2; 16 ; in particular, all the O-alge-
bras are O-free of finite O-rank and we allow the case O k.
2. ON SEMICOVERING HOMOMORPHISMS
 2.1. As in 7 , let us consider first the O-algebra case. If D and D are
O-algebras and h : DD is an O-algebra homomorphism, recall that h is
Ž Ž .. Ž .a semicoering if and only if h is unitary, we have h J D  J D and, for
Ž .any point  of D such that Ker h , there is a point  of D such that
Ž . Ž  . Ž . Ž .h    cf. 3.2 in 7 ; then, denoting by D  and D  the correspond-
ing simple quotients of D and D, notice that h induces a k-algebra
embedding
D  D  ; 2.1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
indeed, it is clear that h induces such an injective k-algebra homomor-
 phism and it suffices to apply Proposition 7.5 in 16 . The following
criterion covers all the situations we have in mind; actually, it follows easily
 from 5, Sect. 2 but we give a complete proof for the reader’s convenience.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let P be a finite p-group and assume that there is a
 4 Ž .family D of O-submodules of D such that D  h D , DÝ D ,u u	 P 1 u	 P u
and D  D D for any u,  	 P. Then, h is a semicoering.u  u
 4Proof. Obviously, we may assume that P 1 and that O k; let Z
Ž .be a subgroup of order p of Z P , set P PZ and, for any u	 P,
consider D Ý D ; it is clear that D Ý D is an O-subalgebrau u	 u u Z z	 Z z
 of D and that, arguing by induction on P , we may assume that the
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inclusion D D is a semicovering. Consequently, we may assume thatZ
 P  p.
Ž . ŽWe claim that the two-sided ideal D  J D  D of D is nilpotent see1
 .Lemma 2.7 in 5 ; precisely, for any n 1 we claim that
p1n 2 n
D  J D  D D  J D  D ; 2.2.1Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /1 1
indeed, the elements of the left member are sums of ordered products
p nŽ . Ž .Ł a b a where a 	D for any 0 i p 1 and b 	 J Di0 u i u u u i 1i p1 i i
for any 0 i p; but, for any 1 l p, considering the ordered product
Ł l u in P, it is quite clear that there are 1 j k p such thati1 i
k Ž k1 .Ł u  1, and therefore the ordered product Ł a b a belongs toi j i ij u i ui k
D , so that the ordered product1
k k1
b a b  b a b a b 2.2.2Ž .Ł Łj1 u i j1 u i u ki i kž / ž /ij ij
2 nŽ .belongs to J D .1
Hence, we may assume that D is semisimple and h injective; then, it
Ž .suffices to prove that, for any primitive idempotent i of D, h i is a
 Ž . Ž .4primitive idempotent of D; moreover, since the family h i D h iu u	 P
fulfills clearly the corresponding conditions for the restricted O-algebra
Ž . Ž .homomorphism iDi h i Dh i , we may actually assume that D k. In
 4  41that case, assume first that we have D  D  0 for any u	 P 1 ;u u
p pŽ .then, an element of Ý D is a sum of ordered products Ł au	 P14 u i1 ui
where a belongs to D for any 1 i p, and, as above, there areu ui i
1 j k p such that Ł k u  1; hence, we geti j i
p
 4D  0 , 2.2.3Ž .Ý už /
 4u	P 1
Ž . Ž  .which means that D k J D see also Lemma 2.7 in 5 . On the
 4 1contrary, if there is u	 P 1 such that D  D  k then, since uu u
generates P, any D contains an inversible element d for any  	 P; 
Žhence, DÝ kd and therefore it is a quotient of kP since	 P 
2Ž .  4. Ž . Ž P, k*  0 , which implies again that D k J D see Proposition
 .2.12 in 5 .
2.3. Now, let G be a finite group, A and A OG-interior algebras, and
f : A A an OG-interior algebra homomorphism; recall that f is a
Ž .semicoering of G-algebras if and only if, for any p-subgroup P of G, the
Ž . Ž . Ž .corresponding k-algebra homomorphism f P : A P  A P is a semi-
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Ž  .covering cf. Theorem 3.16 in 7 ; in that case the restricted O-algebra
P P P Ž  .homomorphism f : A  A is a semicovering too cf. 3.11 in 7 .
2.4. Assume that f is a semicovering. As usual, if P and Q are 
Ž . Ž .pointed groups on A, we respectively denote by E Q , P and F Q , PG   A  
the set of group exomorphisms  from Q to Pthat is to say, the set of˜
classes of group homomorphisms  : Q P, by composition with the
inner automorphisms of P and Qsuch that respectively there are x	G
Ž . x x Ž .fulfilling Q  P and u   u , and, for a choice of i	  and j	  , 
Ž .a Ž .a Ž . aa	 A* fulfilling jAj  iAi and u  j   u  j , for any u	Q
Ž  .cf. Definitions 2.1 and 2.5, and Proposition 2.12 in 9 . Now, since
P P P Q Q Qf : A  A and f : A  A are semicovering O-algebra homomor-
Ž . Ž .phisms, f i and f j are respectively contained in points  of P and  of
Q on A, and it is quite clear that f induces maps
E Q , P  E Q , P and F Q , P  F Q , P .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G   G   A   A  
2.4.1Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.5. Moreover, recall that we set E P  E P , P and F P G  G   A 
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .F P , P , that we respectively denote by E P and F P the k*-groupsA   G  A 
Ž . Ž . Žobtained from the action of N P on the simple k-algebra A P cf. 6.4G  
 . Ž  .and 6.6 in 10 and from the evident pull-back cf. 6.7 in 10
 PŽ . Ž . Ž .F P N P  i P  iA i *A  Ž i Ai.* 
Pˆ Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..F P N P  i P  i J iA i ,A  Ž i Ai.*
Ž .2.5.1
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .and that we have a canonical k*-group homomorphism E P 	 F PG  A 
Ž  . Ž .cf. 6.14 in 10 . Then, it is clear that the N P -algebra embeddingG 
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..A P  A P cf. 2.1.1 and the OP-interior algebra homomorphism 
A  A determined by f respectively induce k*-group homomorphisms 
Ž  .cf. Propositions 6.8 and 6.18 in 10
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆE P  E P and F P  F P , 2.5.2Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G  G  A  A 
and it is easily checked that we have indeed a commutative diagram
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .F P F PA  A  
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .E P 	 E P 	.G  G 
Ž .2.5.3
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Ž .2.6. Let Z be a p-subgroup of Z G and J a proper ideal of OZ such
Ž .  4that OZJ is O-free and we have Z 1 J  1 , so that Z is isomor-
phic to its image in OZJ; set GGZ and denote by H the image of
HG in G. Moreover, let A be an OG-interior algebra which fulfills
Z  4A  A and J  A 0 , and is a free OZJ-module, by left multiplication,
having an OZJ-basis X such that the set Z  X is T T-stable for a
Sylow p-subgroup T of G; in particular, notice that if P and Q are
subgroups of T , x is an element of X, and R is the stabilizer of Z  x in
Ž . PQŽŽ . .PQ, then the O PQ -module Ind OZJ  x is an indecompos-R
Žable direct summand of A by Green’s Indecomposability Theorem cf.
Ž .  . Ž .23.9 in 16 , so that any direct summand of A as O PQ -module still
has an OZJ-basis Y such that the set Z  Y is PQ-stable. Finally, we
Ž . Ž .set O A A and denote by A P the image of A P in A P ; noticeŽ .O Z
Pthat X is a P P-stable O-basis of A and therefore, setting X 
P PŽ . Ž . Ž Ž .  .X A , Br X is a k-basis of A P cf. 27.6 in 16 .P
PŽ .LEMMA 2.7. With the notation aboe, Br X A is a k-basis of A P .Ž .P
Ž .Proof. We already know that this set is contained in a k-basis of A P ;
Ž .moreover, since A OZ  x is a P P-stable decomposition, itx	 X
is clear that
PA P  Br OZ  x , 2.7.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . P
x
where x runs on the set of elements of X such that P stabilizes Z  x by
ŽŽ . .P Ž .conjugation; but, since OZ  x is an OZ-submodule of OZ  x, we get
ŽŽ . .P Ž . ŽŽ . .P Ž .either OZ  x  OZ  x or OZ  x  J OZ  x; hence, the image
PŽŽŽ . . . Ž . Ž .of Br OZ  x in A P is either k Br x or zero according toP P
whether P fixes x or not.
2.8. As we explain in the Introduction, we consider here the semicover-
ing OG-interior algebra homomorphisms because the canonical map
ŽOG OG
 O OG is indeed a semicovering actually, it is also aO Z
.semicovering of G-algebras . In particular, if b is a block of G, P a defect
group of b, and  a local point of P on OGb, and we denote by b the
corresponding block of G and by  the point of P on OGb containing the
Ž . Ž .image of  , the canonical map OG  OG still is a semicovering and, 
in our first approach in 1991, we followed the well-fashioned behavior of
Ž  .the induction of coerings cf. Theorem 4.6 in 12 , to search a proof for
G GŽŽ . . ŽŽ . .the expected result that the induced map Ind OG  Ind OGP  P 
was a semicovering too. But a posteriori, that pursuit on the induction of
semicoverings seems irrelevant since we have the following general crite-
rion, which widely covers all the situations we had in mind.
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THEOREM 2.9. With the notation aboe, the canonical map A A is a
semicoering OG-interior algebra homomorphism. If moreoer A is a projec-
tie OG-module by both left and right multiplications, for any local pointed
groups P and Q on A such that P and Q contain Z, denoting by  
and  the corresponding points of P and Q on A, the canonical map
Ž . Ž .F Q , P  F Q , P is surjectie and we haeA   A  
dim A PŽ .dim A PŽ . ž /Ž . k k 
   F P  F P . 2.9.1Ž .Ž . ž /A  A    Z PŽ . Z PŽ .
Proof. Let P be a subgroup of T containing Z; for any element x of
P Ž .the converse image of X in X, since OZJ  x
 OZJ and Z is
isomorphic to its image in OZJ, there is a unique map  : P Z such
Ž . Ž .that x  u u u  x for any u	 P and, since Z Z G , it is easily
checked that  is a group homomorphism, which determines the group
Ž .automorphism  : P P mapping u	 P on u u .
Ž . Ž .More generally, for any 	Aut P , denote by N P the set of a	 AA
Ž . Ž  .such that a  u  u  a for any u	 P cf. 2.3 in 13 ; it is clear that
id PŽ . P  Ž .N P  A , that N P is an O-submodule of A, and that, for anyA A
Ž .	Aut P , we have
N P  N P N P . 2.9.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A A A
Then, considering the subgroup K of all the automorphisms of P acting
  Ž .trivially on Z and on P, the image N P of N P in A is contained inŽ .A A
PA for any 	 K , and, according to the remark above, we have
A P  Br N P ; 2.9.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý P A
	K
since K is a p-group, it follows from Proposition 2.2 that the canonical
Ž . Ž .map A P  A P is a semicovering k-algebra homomorphism. Conse-
quently, the canonical map A A is a semicovering OG-interior algebra
Ž .homomorphism cf. 2.3 above .
Let P and Q be local pointed groups on A such that Z PQ and 
denote by  and  the corresponding local points of P and Q on A; it is
clear that the canonical OG-interior algebra homomorphism A A
Ž . Ž .induces a map F Q , P  F Q , P and, in order to prove that thisA   A  
map is surjective, we may assume that P and Q are contained in T , and
   that Q  P since any A-fusion from Q to P can be decomposed in a 
Ž  .bijective A-fusion and an inclusion cf. 2.11 in 9 . In that case, if
˜ ˜Ž .	 F Q , P and  is a representative of  then, choosing i	  andA  
Ž . Žj	  , there is a	 A* such that a  u  u  ıa for any u	Q cf.
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 .Proposition 2.12 in 9 and therefore, denoting by  : Q PQ the
Ž Ž . .group homomorphism mapping u	Q on  u , u and considering ıA as
 ŽQ .Ž . Ž .an O PQ -module, the element ıa a belongs to ıA ; since  is
1 1bijective, we may interchange P and Q , and similarly a ı a 	 
 1Ž P .Ž .A ; thus, we get
Ž . Ž . Q  1 P  PıA  Aı  ıA ı , 2.9.4Ž .Ž . Ž .
namely the k-linear map
1ıA  Q  Aı  P  ıAı P 2.9.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž / ž / k 
induced by the multiplication in A is surjective.
On the other hand, the existence of X guarantees the existence of an
Ž .OZJ-basis Y of iAj such that the set Z  Y is PQ-stable cf. 2.6 above ;
Ž .then, considering again ıA as an O PQ -module, the set Y 1 Y
 ŽQ .is a PQ-stable O-basis of ıA and therefore, setting Y 
 ŽQ .  ŽQ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .  .Y ıA , Br Y is a k-basis of ıA  Q cf. 27.6 in 16 .P 
Now, if moreover A is a projective OT-module by both left and right
 ŽQ .multiplications, for any element y of the converse image of Y in Y,
     since we have P  y  P  y  Q , there is a unique map  : Q P such
Ž .that y  u  u  y for any u	Q, and it is easily checked that  is a
group isomorphism lifting  ; hence, in that case we get
Ž . QıA  Q  Br iAj , 2.9.6Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ýž / ž /  ŽQ .

where  runs on the set of group isomorphisms from Q to P lifting  and
Ž Ž . .inducing the identity on Z,  : Q PQ maps u	Q on  u , u ,
Ž . Q  ŽQ . Ž .and iAj is the image of iAj in A. Again, since  is bijective,Ž .
we may interchange P and Q . 
Ž .Consequently, since homomorphism 2.9.5 is surjective and
P PŽ .ıA ıJ ıA ı 
 k, there are group isomorphisms  : Q
 P and  : P
Q
1inducing the identity on Z and respectively lifting  and  , and
Ž .ŽQ . Ž . Ž P .elements c	 iAj and d	 jAi such that cd is inversible in
iAPi; hence, up to a new choice of d, we may assume that cd i and then,
since dcdc dic dc and i cdcd, dc is a nonzero idempotent of jAQ j,
so that we have also dc j. In particular, i and j are conjugate in A and,
b Ž . Ž .choosing b	 A* such that i  j, the element a c 1 i b 1 j is
inversible in A since
a d 1 j b1 1 iŽ . Ž .Ž .
 c 1 i b 1 j d 1 j b1 1 iŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
 cd 1 i b 1 j b1 1 i  1; 2.9.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž . Ž .moreover, since  Q fixes aj c, we have aj  u  u  ia for any
Ž . Žu	Q, which proves that  belongs to F Q , P cf. Proposition 2.12˜ A  
 .in 9 .
Finally, assume that P Q and denote by H the kernel of the 
Ž . Ž .    Ž . canonical map F P  F P , that is to say, we have H F P A  A  A 
 Ž . F P , and it is clear that, for any 	H and any representative  of ,˜ ˜A 
we have an OP-bimodule isomorphism
O Res OPJ  OP 
 OP ; 2.9.8Ž . Ž .O Z id
but, it follows from Proposition 2.10 below that the multiplicity in A of
 Z
Ž . Ž .the OP-bimodule Res OPJ  OP is equal to dim A P ,Ž .id k  Z PŽ .
whereas the multiplicity in A of the OP-bimodule OP is equal to
1
Ž Ž ..dim A P ; now, the announced inequality follows from isomor-k  Z PŽ .
Ž .phism 2.9.8 and Remark 2.11 below.
PROPOSITION 2.10. With the notation aboe, assume that A is a projectie
OG-module by both left and right multiplications. Let P be a local point on
A and denote by  the corresponding local point of P on A. Then, for any
Ž . Ž .	 F P and any representatie  of , Res OPJ  OP is a direct˜ ˜A  id
Ž .summand of A as O P P -modules, and its multiplicity is equal to
 Z
Ž .dim A P .Ž .k  Z PŽ .
Remark 2.11. Notice that, since we have an OP-bimodule isomorphism
OPJ  OP
 Ind PP OZJ , 2.11.1Ž . Ž .ŽZZ .Ž P .
Ž . Ž .for any  , 	Aut P , the OP-bimodules Res OPJ  OP andid
Ž . ŽRes OPJ  OP are isomorphic if and only if    since˜ ˜id
 Ž . .4  Ž . .4 u , u and  u , u respectively are the kernels of the sourcesu	 P u	 P
Ž ..coming from isomorphism 2.11.1 .
Proof. We may assume that P T. Since A is a free OP-module by
P Ž .left multiplication, it is clear that, for any x	 X A , OP  x is a direct
summand of A isomorphic to OPJ  OP as OP-bimodules; conversely, if
Ž . Ž .OP  x  OP is isomorphic to OPJ  OP as OP-bimodules for some
ŽŽ . Ž ..Ž . Ž .Ž .x	 X, since OP  x  OP P 
 OPJ  OP P is a direct summand
Ž . Pof A P , it easily follows from Lemma 2.7 that P  x  P A . More-
Ž .over, since P is isomorphic to its image in OPJ  OP cf. 2.6 , P acts
freely on the set Z  X by left multiplication and therefore, for any u	 P,
P Ž .we have x u  x	 X A if and only if u	 Z P . Consequently,
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the multiplicity of the OP-bimodule OPJ  OP in A is equal to
 P   Ž . X A  Z P , which coincides with the announced multiplicity by
Lemma 2.7, since Z acts freely on X AP.
Ž .On the other hand, if 	 F P and  is a representative of , there˜ ˜A 
Ž .is an inversible element a	 A such that a  u  u  a for any u	 P
Ž .cf. 2.4 and then the right multiplication by a defines an OP-bimodule
Ž .isomorphism Res A 
 A, which completes the proof.id
2.12. Hence, the canonical map OG OG is indeed a semicovering
Ž . Ž .OG-interior algebra homomorphism and notice that J  OG  J OG ; in
particular, for any local pointed group Q on OG, there is a local point 
of Q on OG such that 1   . Recall that Q is self-centralizing
Ž . Ž .whenever C Q  Z Q for any local pointed group P on OG contain-P 
Ž Ž .  . Ž . Ž . Ž . Žing Q cf. 41.3 in 16 ; in that case, we have OG Q 
 kZ Q cf. 
Ž .  .39.4 in 16 and conversely, as we prove in Lemma 2.14 below, the
existence of this isomorphism forces Q to be self-centralizing.
COROLLARY 2.13. Let Q be a local pointed group on OG such that
ZQ and denote by  the local point of Q on OG such that 1   .
Ž . Ž .Then, Q is self-centralizing if and only if we hae E Q 
 E Q and Q G  G  
is self-centralizing too. In particular, Q is essential if and only if Q is 
essential too, and this correspondence induces a bijection between the sets of
conjugacy classes of essential pointed groups on OG and on OG.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Assume that Q is self-centralizing; since OG Q 
 kZ Q 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Žand we have F Q  E Q and F Q  E Q cf. Theorem 3.1O G  G  O G  G 
 . Ž .in 9 , it follows from inequality 2.9.1 that
dim OG QŽ . Ž .Ž .k
   E Q  E Q 2.13.1Ž . Ž .Ž .G  G  Z QŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž .and, since OG Q is a projective kZ Q -module by left multiplication,
we get
   OG Q 
 kZ Q and E Q  E Q , 2.13.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . G  G 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žso that E Q 
 E Q cf. Theorem 2.9 and Q is self-centralizing cf.G  G  
.Lemma 2.14 below .
Ž . Ž .Assume now that Q is self-centralizing and we have E Q 
 E Q ; G  G 
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .let  be the point of Q  C Q such that Q Q  C Q cf. 37.7 inG  G 
 . Ž .16 , R a defect pointed group of Q  C Q and  a local point on OG G 
of the converse image R of R in G such that 1   ; since Q  R 
Ž . Ž . Žand the canonical map E Q , R  E Q , R is surjective cf. Theo-G   G  
  . Ž . xrem 3.1 in 9 and Theorem 2.9 above , we have Q  R for a suitable 
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Ž .x in the converse image of C Q in G and therefore, since R normalizesG
x Ž Ž . Ž .  . Ž .xQ and R determines  cf. 40.9 and 41.1 in 16 , we get RN Q ; G 
Ž .xthen, the image of R in E Q is isomorphic to RQ, but it has to beG 
Ž .trivial since the image of R in E Q is trivial; hence, we have RQ, soG 
that RQ and therefore Q is self-centralizing.
Ž . Ž .Moreover, since the kernel of the canonical map E Q  E Q is aG  G 
Ž Ž ..  4 Žp-group, if O E Q  1 then this map is an isomorphism cf. Theo-p G 
  .rem 3.1 in 9 and Theorem 2.9 above ; in particular, if Q is essential then
Ž .Q is essential too cf. 1.6 ; the converse is clear. Finally, another local
    pointed group Q on OG is conjugate to Q if and only if Q  Q and  
Ž .E Q , Q ; mutatis mutandis, denoting by   the local point of QG   
on OG such that 1    , Q , is conjugate to Q if and only if 
    Ž .Q  Q and E Q , Q  ; hence, since the canonical mapG   
 Ž . Ž . Ž  E Q , Q  E Q , Q is surjective cf. Theorem 3.1 in 9 and Theo-G    G   
.rem 2.9 above , if ZQ then both statements are equivalent.
LEMMA 2.14. A local pointed group Q on OG is self-centralizing if and
Ž . Ž . Ž .only if we hae OG Q 
 kZ Q .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .  .Proof. Setting C Q  C Q Z Q , it is clear cf. 37.5 in 16 thatG G
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .k OG Q 
 kC Q and therefore, denoting by b  the k-blockk ZŽQ . G
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .of C Q determined by  , the isomorphism OG Q 
 kZ Q induces aG 
Ž . Ž .k-algebra embedding k kC Q b  ; in this case, the nonzero endo-G
Ž .morphisms of the corresponding indecomposable projective kC Q -mod-G
Ž Ž . Ž .  .ule are bijective cf. 5.1 and 5.11 in 16 and thus, this module is
Ž Ž .  . Ž .isomorphic to its socle cf. 6.8 in 16 , so that the block b  has defect
Ž Ž .  . Ž Ž .zero cf. 39.1 in 16 , which implies that Q is self-centralizing cf. 37.8
 .in 16 .
3. PROOF OF THE UNIQUENESS THEOREM
3.1. As in 1.5 above, let G be a finite group, b a block of G over O, P
Ž .a defect pointed group of b, Z a subgroup of Z P acting trivially on
Ž .OG , and J a proper ideal of OZ such that OZJ is O-free; actually, as
we explain in 1.7 above, in order to prove Theorem 1.8 there is no loss of
Ž .generality on replacing G by C Z , and we will assume indeed thatG
Ž . Ž Ž ..Z Z G ; in that case, eventually replacing G by G Z 1 J , we
Ž .  4still may assume that Z 1 J  1 .
3.2. Set GGZ; according to Theorem 2.9, the canonical map
OG OG is a semicovering OG-interior algebra homomorphism and it is
Žwell known that the image b of b in OG is a block of G cf. Proposition
 .5.3 in 6 ; moreover, denoting by P the image of P in G, there is a local
point  of P on OG such that 1   , P is a defect pointed group of
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Ž  .b cf. Proposition 3.15 in 7 , and we have
O OG 
 OG ; 3.2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . O Z
in particular, according to Corollary 2.13, the canonical map induces a
bijection between the sets of essential pointed groups on OG and OG
respectively contained in P and P , since two essential pointed groups on 
Ž Ž .OG contained in P and formed by the same subgroup coincide cf. 40.4
Ž .  .and 41.1 in 16 .
3.3. Let B be an OP-interior algebra which fulfills B Z  B and J  B
 40 , and is a free OZJ-module, by left multiplication, having an OZJ-
basis Y such that the set Z  Y is P P-stable; it is clear that Z acts
GŽ .  4trivially on A Ind B , that we have J  A 0 , and that the setP
G Z  YG is a minimal GG-stable subset containing an OZJ-ba-
sis of A. Set
GB O B and A O A
 Ind B , 3.3.1Ž . Ž .O Z O Z P
which respectively are OP- and OG-interior algebras; then, according to
Theorem 2.9, the canonical maps B B and A A respectively are
semicovering OP- and OG-interior algebra homomorphisms and, for any
local pointed group Q on A, Q has a local point 	 on A such that	
Ž  .1 	 	 cf. Proposition 3.15 in 7 .
3.4. Moreover, assume that we have an OP-interior algebra isomor-
phism
g : B
 OG 3.4.1Ž . Ž .
Ž .and denote by 	 the unique point of P on B; since B P 
 k and the	
canonical map B B is a semicovering OP-interior algebra homomor-
Ž Ž ..phism, P has also a unique point 	 on B cf. 2.1.1 , which is necessarily
local since 	 is so. Then, since B is a projective OP-module by both left
and right multiplications, A is a projective OG-module by both left and
right multiplications and, according to Theorem 2.9, for any local pointed
group Q on A such that ZQ, we have a surjective k*-group homo-	
Ž Ž ..morphism cf. 2.5.2
ˆ ˆF Q  F Q , 3.4.2Ž . Ž .Ž .A  	 A  	
where 	 is the local point of Q on A such that 1 	 	.
3.5. More precisely, let Q be a self-centralizing pointed group on OG
contained in P and denote by  the point of Q on OG which contains
Ž .the image of  , by 	 the image of  in B via isomorphism 3.4.1 and by
Ž .	 a local point of Q on B such that 1 	 	. Assume that E Q 
G 
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Ž .E Q ; we already know that Q is a self-centralizing pointed group onG  
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .OG cf. Corollary 2.13 and, since B Q 
 OG Q 
 kZ Q , it follows	 
Ž . Ž .from Theorem 2.9 that F Q 
 F Q ; then, the canonical mapsB  	 B  	
Ž Ž ..OG OG and B B induce k*-group isomorphisms cf. 2.5.2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆE Q 
 E Q and F Q 
 F Q , 3.5.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G  G  B  	 B  	
Ž . Ž . Ž  .and, since E Q  F Q cf. Corollary 3.6 in 9 and we have aG  ŽO G .  ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Žcanonical k*-group isomorphism E Q 	
 F Q cf. PropositionsG  ŽO G .  .6.12 and 6.18 in 10 , g induces a k*-group isomorphism
ˆ ˆF Q 
 E Q 	. 3.5.2Ž .Ž . Ž .B  	 G 
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .Thus, g still induces a k*-group isomorphism F Q 
 E Q 	 and,B  	 G  
Ž . Ž . Ž .denoting by Aut Q the stabilizer of z	 Z in Aut Q and by Hom Q, Zz
Ž . Ž .the corresponding set of group homomorphisms, E Q and F Q areG  B  	
Ž . Ž .complements of the image of Hom Q, Z in the converse image of E QG 
Ž .in  Aut Q ; actually, they are conjugate as we prove in the nextz	 Z z
proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.6. With the notation and the hypothesis aboe, for any
Ž .self-centralizing pointed group Q on OG such that Q  P and E Q 
   G 
Ž .E Q , Q has a unique local point 	 on B and we haeG 
˜E Q  F Q 3.6.1Ž . Ž . Ž .G  B  	
Ž .for a suitable 	Aut Q inducing the identity on Z and Q.
ŽProof. With the notation above, Q is self-centralizing too cf. Corol-
. Ž . Ž Ž .lary 2.13 and  is the unique local point of Q on OG cf. 40.9 and
Ž .  . Ž . Ž .41.1 in 16 ; in particular, the k-algebra k kC Q b  is simplek ZŽQ . G
Ž Ž .  .cf. 41.1 in 16 and therefore we have
k OG Q 
 OG Q ; 3.6.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . k ZŽQ . 
Ž .thus, Q has also a unique local point 	 on B, which fulfills k B Qk ZŽQ .
Ž .
 B Q .	
Ž . Ž .Consider a subgroup R of N Q N Q strictly containing Q, andP  P
let  and   successively be local points of R and Q on OG such that
Ž Ž .  .Q  R  P cf. 40.4 in 16 ; then, since Q is a self-centralizing    
pointed group contained in P , we have    and R is self-centralizing 
Ž Ž .  .too cf. 41.4 in 16 ; moreover, denoting by  the point of R on OG
which contains the image of  , R contains Q and therefore is also 
Ž . Ž . Ž .self-centralizing, so that we have E R 
 E R cf. Corollary 2.13 .G  G 
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 Consequently, arguing by induction on P : Q , we may assume that R has
Ž . Ž Ž ..a unique local point 	 on B or, equivalently, that B R J B R is a
Ž . Ž .simple k-algebra; moreover, since the canonical map B R  B R is a
semicovering k-algebra homomorphism, we get a k-algebra isomorphism
Ž Ž ..cf. 2.1.1
B R J B R 
 B R J B R 
 B R J B R . 3.6.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Now, consider the action of R on B Q ; from Lemma 2.7, it is clear that
Ž .B Q is a direct summand of B Q as kR-modules; hence, this inclusionŽ .
induces an injective map
B Q R  B Q R 
 B R 3.6.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž Ž .  .and, by the same lemma, its image contains B R cf. 27.6 in 16 ; inŽ .
Ž . Ž Ž ..particular, the quotient B Q R J B Q R still is a simple k-algebraŽ . Ž .
Ž Ž .. Ž .cf. 3.6.3 and therefore the unity element of B Q R is primitive in itsŽ .
center.
Ž . Ž .But, applying again Lemma 2.7, N Q N Q Q stabilizes a k-basisP P
 of B Q ; consequently, it follows from Theorem 1.9 in 2 that there is aŽ .
Ž . Ž .N Q -stable primitive central idempotent f of B Q such that Br f  1Ž .P R
Ž .for any subgroup R of N Q strictly containing Q; then, 1 f belongs toP
Ž .N Q Ž .N QP PPB Q  B Q  Br B 3.6.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 Q Q1
Ž  .cf. Lemmas 1.11 and 1.12 in 2 and therefore, since the unity element of
PB is primitive in B and belongs to a local point of P, we get f 1.
Ž . Ž .On the other hand, since B Q  B Q is a semicovering k-algebra
homomorphism, it induces an injective homomorphism
B Q J B Q 
 B Q J B Q  B Q J B Q 3.6.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .and it follows from isomorphism 3.6.2 that J B Q  J kZ Q  B Q ;
moreover, since B is a projective OP-module by left multiplication and P
is isomorphic to its image in OPJ  OP, P acts freely on Z  Y by left
multiplication and therefore it follows from Lemma 2.7 that
J kZ Q  B Q  B Q  J kZ Q  B Q . 3.6.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .In conclusion, since the center of B Q contains the image of J kZ QŽ . Ž .
 and has a primitive unity element, it follows from Proposition 5.3 in 6
that the unity element of
B Q J kZ Q  B Q 
 B Q J B Q 3.6.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
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is also primitive in its center or, equivalently, that this quotient is a simple
k-algebra, which proves that Q has a unique local point 	 on B.
Moreover, eventually replacing Q by a G-conjugate, we may assume
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that the image E Q of N Q in Aut Q is a Sylow p-subgroup E QP P G 
Ž  .cf. Lemma 3.10 in 11 ; hence, since Q has a unique local point 	 on B,
Ž . Ž . Ž .this image is also contained in F Q and thus E Q and F Q haveB  	 G  B  	
˜Ž .a common Sylow p-subgroup cf. 3.5 ; that is to say, denoting by K the
Ž . Ž .image of Hom Q, Z in Aut Q , we have
 ˜F Q  Aut Q  K  E Q 3.6.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .zB  	 z	 Z G 
1 ˜Ž Ž . . Ž .and the element of  E Q , K determined by F Q has, by restric-G  B  	
1 ˜Ž Ž . . Žtion, a trivial image in  E Q , K and therefore it is the trivial one cf.P
 . Ž .Theorem 10.1, Chap. XII in 3 ; consequently, some element of Hom Q, Z
Ž . Ž .determines 	Aut Q fulfilling equality 3.6.1 .
Remark 3.7. Before we state our last hypothesis, let us comment on the
Ž . Ž Ž .consequences of those above. Since E P is a p-group cf. 37.9 inG 
 . Ž .16 , it is always conjugate to F P and therefore, up to the replacementB  	
Ž . Ž .of B by Res B for a suitable 
	Aut P inducing the identity on Z and

Ž . Ž .P, we could assume that E P  F P ; the last statement in Proposi-G  B  	
tion 3.6 goes in the same direction, but we do not know whether or not we
Ž . Ž .can choose 
 to obtain E Q  F Q for any self-centralizing pointedG  B  	
Ž . Ž . Ž .group Q on OG such that E Q 
 E Q , where  is the point of  G  G 
Q on OG containing the image of  and 	 the unique local point of Q
Ž Ž . Ž ..on B cf. 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 . In any case, for such pointed groups the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .inclusions E Q  F Q and F Q  E Q are both equivalentG  B  	 B  	 G 
Ž . Ž .  Ž .   Ž . to the equality of E Q and F Q since we have E Q  F Q .G  B  	 G  B  	
Moreover, a priori the second inclusion is a consequence of the follow-
ing condition which, according to Lemma 3.8 below, is a necessary condi-
tion in Theorem 1.8 above:
Ž . Ž .3.7.1 For any 	Aut Q such that there is y	 Y fulfilling y  u
Ž . Ž . u  y for any u	Q,  belongs to E Q .˜ G 
Ž .Indeed, if 	 F Q and  is a representative of , it follows from˜ ˜B  	
Ž .Proposition 2.10 that Res OPJ  OP is a direct summand of B asi d
Ž .OP-bimodules, so that there is y	 Y fulfilling y  u  u  y for any
Ž . Ž . Ž .u	Q cf. 2.6 and then condition 3.7.1 forces 	 E Q .˜ G 
LEMMA 3.8. For any self-centralizing pointed group Q on OGb con-
Ž . Ž .tained in P , the OQ-bimodules Res OQJ  OQ , where 	Aut Q i d
Ž .runs on a set of representaties for E Q , form a set of representaties forG 
the isomorphism classes of indecomposable direct summands of the lowest
Ž . Ž .O-rank of OG J  OG as OQ-bimodule. 
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Proof. According to Proposition 2.10 and Remark 2.11 above, these
OQ-bimodules are indeed pairwise nonisomorphic indecomposable direct
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .summands of OG J  OG and, since OG J  OG is a projective   
OQJ  OQ-module by left multiplication, they certainly have the lowest
Ž .O-rank. Conversely, it is clear that if OG  N is an indecom- w	W w
posable OQ-bimodule decomposition then
OG J  OG  OZJ  N 3.8.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .   O Z w
w	W
Ž . Ž .is still so cf. 2.6 ; moreover, if OZJ  N has the lowest O-rank, NO Z w w
Ž .still has the lowest O-rank in the decomposition of OG ; hence, we have
Ž . Ž Ž .an OQ-bimodule isomorphism N 
 OQx for some x	N Q cf. 44.1w G
 . Ž . Ž .in 16 and therefore, choosing j	  and OG  j OG j, OQ is a
Ž . x x xdirect summand of j OG j and Q Q P centralizes j and j , so that
Ž x. Ž .Ž . Ž .  4we get Br jj  0 since OQ Q 
 kZ Q  0 ; thus, since we haveQ
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž . Ž .Br b  j  Br j where b  is the block of C Q determined by Q Q G
Ž Ž .  . Ž . Ž . xcf. 40.4 in 16 , we have b   b  and consequently, since Q is
x Ž Ž .  .self-centralizing, we get   cf. 41.1 in 16 .
Ž . Ž .3.9. Finally, moreover assume that E P  F P and that, for anyG  B  	
element R of a set E of representatives contained in P for the 
G-conjugacy classes of essential pointed groups on OGb, we have
X R  F R , 3.9.1Ž . Ž . Ž .G  B  	
Ž .where 	 is the local point of R on B cf. Proposition 3.6 . Hence, we have
Ž . Ž .E P  F P and, in the next proposition, we prove that the equalityG  B  	
Ž .still holds for any self-centralizing pointed group Q on OG such that 
Q is still self-centralizing; we freely employ the notation and the results in
the Appendix, namely Corollary A.12.
PROPOSITION 3.10. With the notation and the hypothesis aboe, for any
Ž . Ž . Ž .self-centralizing pointed group Q on OG such that E Q 
 E Q , we  G  G 
hae
E Q , P  F Q , P , 3.10.1Ž .Ž . Ž .G   B  	  	
Ž .where 	 is the local point of Q on B. In particular, we hae N Q G 
Ž .N Q and g induces a k*-group isomorphismG  	
ˆ ˆˆ : N Q 
N Q . 3.10.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Q G  G  	
Ž . Ž .Proof. First, we prove the inclusion E Q , P  F Q , P . Let ˜G   B  	  	
Ž .be an element of E Q , P ; since Q  P , the exomorphism ı deter-˜G    	  	
Ž .mined by the inclusion Q P belongs to F Q , P and therefore,B  	  	
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 i 4iaccording to Corollary A.12, there is a finite family R of elements of i	 I
 4 Ž i . Ž i .i iE P and, for any i	 I,  	 E R , P ,  	 X R where we˜ ˜ i N Ž P .   i G G 
Ž . Ž . Ž i .iset X P  E P , and  	 E Q , R fulfilling˜G  G  i G  

i ı     id  ; 3.10.3Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ý Ž .i i R i
i	I
then, there is i	 I such that     and, arguing by induction on˜ ˜ ˜ ˜i i i
  Ž .I , we may assume that   belongs to F Q , P .˜ ˜i i B  	  	
Denoting by  : Ri P the inclusion map, it is clear that      for˜ ˜ ˜i i i
˜Ž . Ž .a suitable 	 E P  F P and therefore    still belongs to˜ ˜ ˜G  B  	 i i
Ž .F Q , P ; moreover, we know that there are a local pointed group TB  	  	 	
˜ ˜ ˜Ž .    on B and 	 F Q , T such that T  Q and    where˜B  	 	 T
Ž  . : T P is the inclusion map cf. 2.11 in 9 . Thus, for representatives T
˜of  and  of  , and a suitable u	 P, we havei˜
u
     3.10.4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .u Ž i.ufor any  	Q; in particular, we get T  Q  R , so that, denoting
by 	 the point of T on B containing 	 and by  the corresponding one
Ž . Ž . Ž .on OG , T still is self-centralizing since E Q , T  F Q , T   G   B  	 	
i uŽ Ž .  . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .icf. 41.4 in 16 , and therefore is contained in R cf. 40.9 and 41.2
 .in 16 .
Consequently, it follows from Corollary 2.13 and Proposition 3.6 that 	
is the unique local point of T on B and in particular, since the canonical
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..map B T  B T is a semicovering, we have B T 
 B T cf. 2.1.1 ;	 	
ihence, denoting by 	 the unique local point of R on B and by 	 the
i i uŽ .point of R on B containing 	, the inclusion T  R implies the	  	
Ž i .u Ž Ž .  . iinclusion T  R cf. 13.3 in 16 ; thus, denoting by  : T R	  	 u
the homomorphism determined by the conjugation by u,  belongs to˜u
i ˜Ž . Ž .F T , R and therefore, by equality 3.10.4 ,      belongs to˜ ˜ ˜B 	  	 i u
Ž i .F Q , R . Finally, according to our last hypothesis,B  	  	
˜           3.10.5Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜i i i i i u
Ž .belongs to F Q , P too.B  	  	
Ž .In particular, for any local pointed group T on OG such that 
    Ž . Ž . Ž .T  Q and E Q , T , we have  E Q , T  F Q , P˜G   T G   B  	  	
where  : T P is the inclusion map; but, T and T are both self-T  
Žcentralizing and, denoting by 	 the unique local point of T on B cf.
. Ž  .Proposition 3.6 , we know that cf. 2.11 in 9
 E Q , T   F Q , T ; 3.10.6Ž .˜ ˜Ž . Ž .T G   T B  	 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Ž . Ž . Ž .hence, we have E Q , T  F Q , T and, since cf. 3.5G   B  	 	
       E Q , T  E Q  F Q  F Q , T , 3.10.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G   G  B  	 B  	 	
Ž . Ž .we get the equality E Q , T  F Q , T .G   B  	 	
Ž . Ž  . Ž .Thus, we have obtained equality 3.10.1 cf. 2.11 in 9 and E Q G 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F Q ; moreover, since E Q  F Q  E Q and F Q B  	 G  	 A  	 G A  	
Ž . Ž  . Ž . Ž .F Q cf. 2.10 and Proposition 2.14 in 9 , we have N Q N QB  	 G  	 G 
Ž . Ž . Ž .and isomorphisms 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 determine isomorphism 3.10.2 .
3.11. The uniqueness theorem is a consequence of the next result
relating the points 	 of G on A and 	 of G on A defined below:
G Galthough the canonical map A  A need not be an O-algebra semicov-
ering, we will prove that 	 does contain the image of 	; to avoid any
confusion, from now on we denote by 1 a the image of a	 A in A
ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .O A. Since B P 
 B P 
 k, we have a kN P -interior alge-O Z  	  	 G  	
Ž  .bra isomorphism cf. Lemma 9.12 in 10
Nˆ Ž P . ˆG  	A P 
 Ind k 
 End kN P ; 3.11.1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .	 k* k G  	ž /
hence, since the multiplicity module V of P on OG is an indecomposable ˆ Ž . Ž Ž .  . Ž .projective kN P -module cf. 19.3 in 16 , the isomorphism 3.10.2G  ˆ Ž .corresponding to P determines a kN P -interior algebra embedding G 
Ž Ž .  .cf. 12.5 in 16
OG P Res A P 3.11.2Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ   	P
and, in particular, a point 	 of G on A such that P is a defect pointed	
Ž Ž .  .group of G cf. 19.1 in 16 .	 ˆ Ž .3.12. Mutatis mutandis, we have also a unique kN P -interior alge-G 
bra embedding
OG P Res A P , 3.12.1Ž . Ž .ˆž / ž /ž /   	P
ˆ ˆˆ Ž . Ž .where the k*-group isomorphism  : N P 
N P is induced by g,P G  G  	
which necessarily agrees with the Higman OG-interior algebra embedding
Ž Ž .  .cf. 17.9 in 16
GOGb Ind OG 
 A 3.12.2Ž . Ž .Ž .P
since this embedding maps  into 	; thus, denoting by 	 the point of G
Ž . Ž Ž .  .on A determined by embedding 3.12.1 cf. 19.1 in 16 , we have an
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OG-interior algebra isomorphism
OGb
 A . 3.12.3Ž .	
Now, according to Theorem 2.9 applied to both A and OG, and identify-
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž Ž ..ing N P to the corresponding k*-subgroup of N P cf. 3.5.1 , weG  G ˆ Ž . Žget the following diagram of kN P -interior algebra embeddings cf.G 
Ž ..2.1.1
ˆ ˆN Ž P . N Ž P .G   G ŽŽ .Ž .. Ž Ž Ž ...Res OG P Res Res A Pˆˆ ˆ   	N Ž P . N Ž P . PG  G  
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž ..OG P Res A Pˆ   	P
Ž .3.12.4
Ž Ž .  .and, by the uniqueness of such embeddings cf. 12.5 in 16 , this diagram
is commutative.
THEOREM 3.13. With the notation and the hypothesis aboe, 	 contains
the image of 	.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Choose i		 	 and ı		 	 such that 1 i	 ı	 ı	 ı	 1 i	 ,
Ž .which is possible since 	 and 	 have the same image in A P by the	
Ž .commutativity of diagram 3.12.4 ; since all the points of 1 on A are local,
Ž . Ž .it suffices to prove that s 1 i	  s ı	 for any local pointed group R	  	  	
R Ž .on A, where s : A  A R denotes the canonical map, and, arguing	  	
Ž . Ž .by contradiction, let Q be a maximal one such that s 1 i	  s ı	 ; in	  	  	
Ž .particular, we have s 1 i	  0 and therefore, since 1 i	 belongs to	
G P PŽ . Ž Ž .  .Tr A   	  A , we may assume that Q  P cf. 18.2 in 16 ; then,P  	  	
Ž .we denote by  the point of Q on OG determined by g.
We claim that Q P; indeed, since 	 and 	 have the same image in
Ž . Ž . Ž .A P , according to our choice of i	 and ı	 we have s 1 i	  s ı	 .	  	  	
GMoreover, if l	 is a primitive idempotent of A such that
s l	  0 and l	 1 i	  ı	  l	 1 i	  ı	 l	Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .	
and 	 is the point of G on A containing l	 then Q is a defect pointed	
Ž .group of G ; indeed, G contains Q since s l	  0 and, if R is a	 	  	  	  	
Ž .defect pointed group of G containing Q , we have s l	  0, so that we	  	  	˜
ŽŽ . .get s 1 i	  ı	  0 which forces Q  R by maximality. Conse-	  	  	
N ŽQ .G  	ŽŽ . . Ž . Žquently, the idempotent s 1 i	  ı	 belongs to A Q cf.	  	 1
Ž .  .18.8 in 16 .
Denote by Q the converse image of Q in P, respectively consider
Ž . Ž .necessarily local points  and 	 of Q on OG and on B such that
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Ž . Ž1   and 1 	 	 cf. Theorem 2.9 , and set cf. Section 13 in
 .16
A Q  End V and A Q  End V , 3.13.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .	 k  	  	 k  	
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .where V and V respectively are kN Q - and kN Q -modules	  	 G  	 G  	
Ž  . Ž . Ž .cf. 6.4 in 10 ; as in diagram 3.12.4 , the evident N Q -algebra embed-G  	 ˆŽ . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .ding A Q  A Q cf. 2.1.1 allows us to identify N Q with the	  	 G  	ˆ Ž .corresponding k*-subgroup of N Q and V becomes a direct sum-G  	  	
Nˆ ŽQ .G  	 Ž . Ž Ž .  .mand of Res V cf. 15.4 in 16 ; moreover, since the idempotentˆ 	N ŽQ .G  	
N ŽQ .G  	ŽŽ . . Ž .s 1 i	  ı	 belongs to A Q , according to Higman’s criterion,	  	 1ˆ Ž . ŽŽ . .Ž . Ž Ž .  .the kN Q -module s 1 i	  ı	 V is projective cf. 17.3 in 16G  	  	  	
Ž .whereas, according to isomorphism 3.12.3 , we have
OG Q 
 s ı	 A Q s ı	 3.13.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .  	  	  	
Ž .Ž . Ž .and therefore s ı	 V is a simple kC Q -module.	  	 G
Ž .On the other hand, for any local point 	 of Q on A such that
Ž . Ž .1 	 	, the canonical map A Q  A Q induces an embedding
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..A Q  A Q cf. 2.1.1 and therefore, denoting by P	 this set of	  	
Ž .points, we have a N Q -stable direct sum decompositionG  	
s 1 i	 V 
 s i	 V ; 3.13.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 	  	  	  	
		P	
Žˆ .but, since Q is not a defect pointed group of G , the kN Q -module	  	  	
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž .  .s i	 V has no nonzero projective direct summands cf. 19.3 in 16	  	
Ž .Ž .and therefore any indecomposable direct summand of s i	 V has to be	  	ˆŽ .Ž . Ž .a direct summand of the restriction of s ı	 V to kN Q ; conse-	  	 G  	ˆŽ .Ž . Ž .quently, since s ı	 V is a fortiori a simple kN Q -module, we get a	  	 G  	ˆ Ž .k*N Q -module isomorphismG  	
Nˆ ŽQ .G  	s 1 i	 V 
 Ind s i	 V 3.13.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆ	  	  	  	N ŽQ .G  	
ˆ Ž . Ž .Ž .and the kN Q -module s i	 V is indecomposable and a directG  	  	  	 ˆŽ .Ž . Ž .summand of the restriction of s ı	 V to kN Q .	  	 G  	 ˆŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Now, let us consider the subgroup C Q 
 C Q Z Q of N Q ;G G G  	
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .clearly, it contains C Q 
 C Q Z Q and the quotient C Q C QG G G G
ˆŽ . Ž .is a p-group; thus, for any 		P	, the intersection C Q N Q isG G  	
Ž . Ž .Ž .subnormal in C Q and therefore, since the restriction of s ı	 V toG  	  	
Ž .C Q is semisimple, its restriction to this intersection is semisimple too;G
Ž .Ž .moreover, since s i	 V is an indecomposable direct summand of the	  	 ˆŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .restriction of s ı	 V to N Q , the restriction of s i	 V to	  	 G  	  	  	
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ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .C Q N Q still is semisimple. Consequently, since N Q normal-G G  	 G  	ˆŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .izes C Q and s i	 V is an indecomposable kN Q -module,G  	  	 G  	ˆ Ž .N Q acts transitively on the set of isotypic components ofG  	
Nˆ ŽQ .G  	U Res s i	 V . 3.13.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ	  	  	C ŽQ . N ŽQ .G G  	
Ž .Then, applying Mackey’s Theorem to the restriction to C Q of iso-G
Ž .morphism 3.13.5 , we have
Nˆ ŽQ . C ŽQ .G  	 GRes s 1 i	 V 
 Ind U , 3.13.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .  ˆ	  	  	C ŽQ . C ŽQ . N ŽQ .G G G  	
	
Ž .where 	 runs on a set of representatives for the orbits of C Q on P	,G
Ž Ž .  .and it follows from Green’s Indecomposability Theorem cf. 23.9 in 16
that, for any indecomposable direct summand W of the left member, there
are 		P	 and a simple direct U summand of U such that	
C ŽQ .GW
 Ind U . 3.13.8Ž . Ž .ˆC ŽQ . N ŽQ .G G  	
ˆŽŽ . .Ž . Ž .But, since s 1 i	  ı	 V is a nonzero projective kN Q -module,	  	 G  	
we can choose W projective, which forces U to be projective too; at that
ˆ Ž .point, the transitivity of N Q on the set of isotypic components of UG  	  	ˆ Ž . Žimplies that U is projective and the transitivity of N Q on P	 cf.	 G  	
Ž ..3.13.5 guarantees that this is true for any 		P	.
Ž .Hence, the left member of isomorphism 3.13.7 is projective and, since
Nˆ ŽQ .G  	Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .Ž ..s ı	 V is a simple kC Q -module, Res s ı	 V is simple and	  	 G  	  	C ŽQ .G Ž Ž .  .projective; consequently, Q is self-centralizing cf. 37.8 in 16 and
Ž . Ž . Žtherefore Q is also self-centralizing and fulfills E Q 
 E Q cf. G  G 
.Corollary 2.13 ; thus,  and 	 respectively are the unique local points of
Ž . Ž . Ž .Q on OG and on B cf. Proposition 3.6 . Moreover, denoting by b 
Ž .the block of C Q determined by  ,  is the unique local point of Q onG
Ž . Ž Ž .  .OG associated with b  cf. 41.1 in 16 ; now, from this fact and from
Proposition 3.10, it follows that
N Q, b  N Q N Q . 3.13.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .G G  G  	
Ž .In particular, denoting by b  the image of b  in OG, the image ofŽ .
Ž .b  in A commutes with ı	 and, according to isomorphism 3.13.3 ,Ž .
ˆŽ .Ž . Ž .s b   ı	 V becomes a nonzero kN Q -module; moreover, byŽ .	  	 G  	xŽ . Ž . Ž .equality 3.13.9 , we have b  b   0 for any x 	 N QŽ . Ž . G  	
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Ž Ž .. Ž .Ž . N Q cf. 3.13.9 ; hence, since s ı	 V is an indecomposableŽ .G  	  	  	ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .kN Q -module, we get a kN Q -module isomorphismG  	 G  	
Nˆ ŽQ .G  	s ı	 V 
 Ind s b   ı	 V 3.13.10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .ˆ	  	  	  	N ŽQ .G  	
ˆ Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .and the kN Q -module s b   ı	 V  b   s ı	 V is inde-Ž . Ž .G  	  	  	  	  	
composable too.
On the other hand, since P G on A, there is 		 	 such	  	
that ı	 	 	 	ı	; in particular, 	 is a primitive idempotent in
PŽŽ . Ž .. Ž . Ž .1 ı	 A 1 ı	 and, since the canonical map ı	Aı	 1 ı	 A 1 ı	
Ž .is a semicovering OG-interior algebra homomorphism cf. Theorem 2.9 ,
there is 		 	 such that 1 	 	 and ı	 	 	 	ı	; now, since 	 is
Ž .the unique local point of Q on B
 A cf. Proposition 3.6 , we have	
End s 	 V 
 B Q 
 B Q 
 End s 	 V 3.13.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .k  	  	  	  	 k  	  	
Ž .Ž .and thus the direct injection V  V induces a bijection s 	 V 
	  	  	  	
Ž .Ž .s 	 V . Moreover, considering the image  of 	 in OGb by isomor-	  	
Ž . Ž .phism 3.12.3 and j	  lifting  cf. Theorem 2.9 , in OG we have
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .  .b   Br j  Br j cf. 40.4 in 16 and therefore in A we getQ Q
Ž . Ž .b   s 	  s 	 , so thatŽ . 	  	
 4s b   ı	 s 	 V  s 	 V  0 . 3.13.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .	  	  	  	  	
Ž . Ž .Consequently, since 1 i	 ı	 ı	 ı	 1 i	 , this k-vector space is a
Ž Ž . .Ž Ž .Ž ..direct summand of s b   ı	 s 	 V and, in particular, the	  	  	ˆ Ž . Ž Ž . .Ž .kN Q -module s b   i	 V is nontrivial; but, since theG  	  	  	ˆ Ž . Ž .Ž .kN Q -module s i	 V is indecomposable, we necessarily haveG  	  	  	
s b   i	 V  s i	 V ; 3.13.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .	  	  	  	
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .thus, since s i	 V is a direct summand of s ı	 V restricted to	  	  	  	
ˆ Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .kN Q , b   s i	 V  s i	 V is a nonzero direct summand ofG  	  	  	  	  	
Ž .Ž .b   s ı	 V which is indecomposable.Ž . 	  	 ˆ Ž . Ž Ž ..In conclusion, we get a kN Q -module isomorphism cf. 3.13.10G  	
Nˆ ŽQ .G  	s ı	 V 
 Ind s i	 V 3.13.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆ	  	  	  	N ŽQ .G  	
Ž . ŽŽ . .Ž .which, together with isomorphism 3.13.5 , forces s 1 i	  ı	 V 	  	
 40 ; this contradiction completes the proof.
COROLLARY 3.14. With the notation and hypothesis aboe, we hae an
OG-interior algebra isomorphism OGbJ  OGb
 A ; in particular, there is	
Ž . Ž .an OP-interior algebra isomorphism g : B
 OG J  OG lifting a repre- 
˜sentatie of g.
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Proof. It follows from the theorem above and from our choice of 	
Ž Ž ..cf. 3.12.3 that we have OG-interior algebra isomorphisms
O A 
 A 
 O OGb 3.14.1Ž .O Z  	  	 O Z
compatible with the unitary O G-interior algebra homomorphism
OGbJ  OGb A ; hence, this map is surjective by Nakayama’s Lemma	
applied to the ring OZ; moreover, it is clear that
 rank A  Z  rank J rank A  rank OGbJ  OGb ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .O  	 O O  	 O
3.14.2Ž .
which proves the bijectivity. Now, our choice of 	 and the existence of the
Ž .commutative diagram 3.12.4 imply that the isomorphism OGbJ  OGb

 A maps  onto 	 and therefore this isomorphism induces an OP-	
interior algebra isomorphism
OG J  OG 
 A 
 B 3.14.3Ž . Ž . Ž .   	
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .which agrees with the k*-group isomorphism E P 	
 F P deter-G  B  	
Ž . Ž .mined by isomorphisms 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 ; hence, the corresponding OP-
˜Ž .interior algebra exoisomorphism OG 
 B composed with g is the
Ž  .identity one cf. Proposition 14.9 in 10 .
4. PROOF OF THE COROLLARIES
4.1. As in 1.11 above, let G and G be finite groups, b and b respective
blocks of G and G over O, P and P respective defect pointed groups  
Ž .of b and b, and Z and Z respective subgroups of P Z G and
Ž .P Z G ; set GGZ and GGZ, and denote by b and b the
corresponding blocks and by P and P their corresponding defect pointed  
groups. Moreover, choose a set E of representatives contained in P for
the G-conjugacy classes of essential pointed groups on OGb; for any
R 	 E , we denote by R the image of R in G and by  the unique point of
 4R on OG containing  ; we already know that E R is a set of R 	 E
representatives for the G-conjugacy classes of essential pointed groups on
Ž .OGb cf. Corollary 2.13 .
4.2. Assume that there exists a group isomorphism  : P
 P and an
Ž .indecomposable OP-module N such that  Z  Z and that we have an
OP-interior algebra embedding
OG  S Res OG , 4.2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .  O 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Ž .where S End N and  : P
 P is the isomorphism induced by  ;O
that is to say, we are assuming that there is a basic Morita equivalence
Žbetween b and b determining the group isomorphism  : P
 P cf.
 . Ž . Ž .Section 7 in 13 . Then, setting  R  R and  R  R for any
Ž .   Ž .R 	 E , it follows from 7.6.6 in 13 that embedding 4.2.1 determines a
 4local point   of R on OGb for any R 	 E , and that E  R is   R 	 E
a set of representatives for the G-conjugacy classes of essential pointed
groups on OGb; finally, by Corollary 2.13, we get an evident set of
 4representatives E  R for the G-conjugacy classes of essential  R 	 E
pointed groups on OGb.
4.3. Moreover, we assume that  induces group isomorphisms
E P 
 E P and X R 
 X R for any R 	 E .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G  G    G  G   
4.3.1Ž .
ŽŽ . .Denote by S the restriction of S to P, set B S Res OG , andO   
Ž  .consider the unique local point 	 of P on B cf. Theorem 5.3 in 11 . We
prove below that the OP-interior algebra B fulfills all the hypotheses of	
 4Theorem 1.8 with J 0 , and from that we get an OP-interior algebra
Ž . Žisomorphism OG 
 B which will prove Corollary 1.14 cf. Section 7 in  	
 .13 . Moreover, the hypothesis of Corollary 1.12 allows us to assume that
ŽŽ . .N is the trivial OP-module, and in that case we have BRes OG ,  
so that the same Theorem 1.8 provides an OP-interior algebra isomor-
Ž . ŽŽ . .phism OG 
Res OG lifting a representative of the given exoiso-   
morphism.
 4.4. According to Theorem 7.2 and Remark 7.3 in 13 , P stabilizes an
O-basis of S and we have also an OP-interior algebra embedding
Res OG  S	 OG ; 4.4.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .   O
hence, tensoring this embedding by S, we get a new OP-interior algebra
embedding
B S Res OG  End S  OG 4.4.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .  O  O O
and therefore B has a P P-stable O-basis. We claim that B has a
P P-stable O-basis too; indeed, if X  is a P P-stable O-basis of
Ž .OG , x an element of X , and T  the stabilizer of x in P P, then 
Ž . Ž .1S x is a direct summand of Res S  OG as OT -modules O  
and therefore, denoting respectively by x and T  the images of x in
Ž .OG and of T  in P P, S x
 S is a direct summand of 
1Ž . Ž . Ž .1Res S  OG as OT -modules; hence, T  T  stabilizes an O  
O-basis Y of S; consequently, the union Y Y  x is a P P-x  x 	 X  x 
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     stable O-basis of B. Moreover, since P  x  P  x  P for any
     x	 X , we have P  y  P  y  P for any y	 Y too.
 44.5. On the other hand, for any R 	 E P , it follows from Lemma 
   1.17 in 7 and from Proposition 2.14 and Theorem 3.1 in 9 , applied to
Ž . Ž .embeddings 4.2.1 and 4.4.1 , that
E R  F R  E R andŽ . Ž .ž /G  S  G   
4.5.1Ž .
E R  F R  E R ,Ž . Ž .ž /G    S  G 
Ž Ž .  .where  is the unique local point of R on S cf. 28.8 in 16 , and 
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .E R the image of E R in Aut R by the isomorphism Aut RG    G   
 Ž . Ž . Ž .
Aut R induced by  ; hence, E R  E R is contained inG  G   ˜
Ž .F R and therefore, since the image of Z in S is trivial and we haveS 
   Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .E R 
 E R cf. Corollary 2.13 , F R still contains E RG    G    S  G   
where, mutatis mutandis,  is the unique local point of R on S and
 Ž . Ž . Ž .E R the image of E R in Aut R . Consequently, according toG    G   
 Lemma 1.17 in 7 again, we get
  F R  F R  E R  E R , 4.5.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .B  	 S  G    G   
Žwhere 	 is the local point of R on B determined by   cf. Theorem 5.3 in
 . Ž  . Ž .11 ; but, according to our hypothesis, we have X R  X RG    G 
Ž . Ž . Ž  . Ž  .where we set X P  E P and X P  E P ; thus, sinceG  G  G    G   
Ž  . Ž Ž .  .R  P cf. Theorem 5.3 in 11 , we get cf. 47.6 in 16	  	
X R  F R  F R . 4.5.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G  B  	 B  		
5. A CONSTRUCTIVE PROCEDURE
5.1. Let G be a finite group, b a block of G over k, P a defect pointed
Ž .group of b, and Z a subgroup of P Z G , and choose a set E of
representatives contained in P for the G-conjugacy classes of essential
pointed groups on OGb. As announced in the Introduction, here we will
Ž .describe a construction of the source algebra kG of b from the
Ž .knowledge of k kG , of P and of all the outer automorphism groupsk Z 
Ž .  4E R where R runs on the set E P ; without any loss of gener-G   
Ž .ality, we may assume that Z has exponent p. Set J J kZ ; since
J is nilpotent, it suffices to describe, for any integer l 1, a construc-
Ž . l Ž .tion of the quotient kG J  kG once we know the quotient 
Ž . l1 Ž .kG J  kG , both as kP-interior algebras; as a matter of fact, we 
Ž . l Ž .construct a family of kP-interior algebras containing kG J  kG and 
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Ž l .then, Theorem 1.8 applied to the ideal J ! allows us to recognize the
Ž .good one see Theorem 5.8 and Remark 5.10 below . Notice that our
Ž . l Ž .hypothesis on Z guarantees that P has a faithful image in kG J  kG 
Ž 2  .since JJ 
 k Z; see for instance Lemma 6.7 in 11 .
5.2. Set GGZ, P PZ, and denote by b the image of b in kG
and by  the point of P on kGb containing the image of  , so that we
Ž . Ž .have a kP-interior algebra isomorphism k kG 
 kG ; the firstk Z  
lŽ . Ž . Ž .remark is that the multiplication in kG J  kG induces a kG -  
l1 Ž . l Ž . Ž .bimodule structure on J  kG J  kG and that, since kG is a  
Ž .free kZ-module, the evident surjective kG -bimodule homomorphism
J l1 kG  J l1  kG J l  kG 5.2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  k Z
Ž .determines a kG -bimodule isomorphism
l1 l l1 lJ J  kG 
 J  kG J  kG . 5.2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .   k
Ž l1 Ž . l Ž . .2  4 Ž . l Ž .Consequently, since J  kG J  kG  0 in kG J  kG ,   
this k-algebra can be obtained from an element of the Hochschild 2-
Ž . l1 Ž .cohomology group associated with the k-algebra kG J  kG and 
Ž . l1 Ž .the kG J  kG -bimodule 
l1 l l1 l l1J J  kG 
 J J  kG J  kG 5.2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .  k k Z
as we explain below.
5.3. Let B be a k-algebra and N a B-bimodulei.e., a B B	-k
Ž  .moduleboth having finite dimension; recall that cf. Chap. IX in 3 the
nŽ .Hochschild cohomology groups  B, N associated with B and N are
n Ž .just the groups Ext B, N ; that is to say, they are the homologyB B	knŽ Ž ..groups  Hom C, N where C is a B B	-projective resolutionB B	 kk
Ž  .of the B B	-module B cf. 3, Sect. 4 . Explicitly, we have a familyk
 4C of projective B B	-modules and, setting C  B and C n n 0 k 1 2
 4  40 , a family d of B B	-module homomorphisms d : C  Cn n1 k n n n1
Ž . Ž .such that Ker d  Im d , and we setn n1
n B , N Ker Hom d , N Im Hom d , N ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .B B	 n B B	 n1k k
5.3.1Ž .
which does not depend on the choice of these families.
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5.4. For our purposes, we are interested in the expression of the 1- and
Ž2-cohomology groups obtained from the so-called standard complexes cf.
 .3, Sect. 6 , namely
1 B , N Ker  Im  and 2 B , N Ker  Im  ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 2 1
5.4.1Ž .
Ž .where  : NHom B, N maps m	N on the k-linear map BN0 k
Ž . Ž .sending a	 B to a  mm  a,  : Hom B, N Hom B B, N1 k k k
Ž .maps 	Hom B, N on the k-linear map B BN sending a ak k
Ž . Ž . Ž .	 B B to a   a   aa   a  a, andk
 : Hom B B , N Hom B B B , N 5.4.2Ž . Ž . Ž .2 k k k k k
fulfills the equalities
 
 a a a  a  
 a a  
 aa aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
 
 a aa  
 a a  a 5.4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .for any 
	Hom B B, N and any a, a, a 	 B.k k
Ž .5.5. The point is that, for any element 
 of Ker  , we get an2
associative product on the direct sum N B by setting
m a m a m  a a  m 
 a a  aa 5.5.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for any m, m	N and any a, a	 B, and it is easily checked that, in this
way, we exactly obtain all the k-algebra structures on N B such that N
2  4is a two-sided ideal fulfilling N  0 and that the canonical map
N B B is a k-algebra homomorphism. Moreover, for any element 
Ž .of Hom B B, N , the k-linear automorphism of N B mappingk k
Ž .m a on m  a  a is a k-algebra isomorphism between the k-alge-
Ž .bra structures determined by 
 and 
   , and again it is not difficult1
to check that, in this way, we exactly obtain all the k-algebra isomorphisms
between these new k-algebras, inducing the identity on both, N and the
Ž .quotient B. In particular, the elements of Ker  determine the corre-1
sponding automorphisms of these new k-algebras.
5.6. Furthermore, if D is a k-subalgebra of B such that B is projective
both as D- and as D	-modules by left and by right multiplications, it is
clear that the scalar extension from D D	 to B B	 of a projectivek k
resolution of D is a projective resolution of the B-bimodule B B andD
Ž  .therefore we get k-linear bijections cf. Theorem 3.1, Chap. VIII in 3
an N :n D , ResB N 
 Ext n B B , N ; 5.6.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .D , B D BB	 Dk
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then, the B-bimodule homomorphism B B B determined by theD
Žproduct in B induces the so-called restriction k-linear maps cf. Sect. 5,
 .Chap. IX in 3
r n N :n B , N n D , ResB N 5.6.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .D , B D
which in terms of the expressions in 5.4 above are indeed induced by the
evident restriction maps, as it is easily checked.
5.7. From now on, we fix l 1, we set
B kG J l1  kG and N J l1J l  B , 5.7.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .  k Z
and we consider the k-subalgebra D kPJ l1  kP of B; the k-algebra
kPJ l  kP is an extension of D by the D-bimodule J l1  kPJ l  kP
2 l1 lŽ .and therefore determines an element  of  D, J  kPJ  kP . No-
tice that the structural map f : kP B induces a D-bimodule homomor-
phism
id f : J l1J l  kP J l1  kPJ l  kPResB N , 5.7.2Ž . Ž .Ž . k Z D
2 2 BŽ .Ž . Ž Ž ..and that the element  D, id f  of  D, Res N comesD
Ž . l Ž .from the converse image of D in kG J  kG ; now, it is clear 
that we can construct this converse image from kPJ l  kP and
l1 lŽ . Ž .N J J  kG , and we consider ND endowed with such ak 
 4kP-interior algebra structure. Moreover, we set R R andR 	 E P 4 
Ž .assume that, for any R	R, the outer automorphism group E  E RR G 
is known. We are ready to state our constructive result.
THEOREM 5.8. With the notation aboe, the B-bimodule homomorphism
B B B determined by the product in B admits a B-bimodule sectionD
s : B B B and then the elementD
12 2 2
 a N Ext s, N  D , id f  5.8.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /D , B BB	k
2Ž .of  B, N comes from a k-algebra structure on N B isomorphic to
Ž . l Ž .kG J  kG . Moreoer, there is an injectie k-algebra homomorphism 
Ž .h : NDN B, inducing the identity on N and on ND N, such
that N B, endowed with the kP-interior algebra structure induced by h, has
a kZJ l-basis Y fulfilling the following conditions:
Ž .5.8.2 the set Z  Y is P P-stable,
Ž . Ž .5.8.3 for any R	R, any y	 Y and any 	Aut R such that we
Ž .hae y  u  u  y for any u	 R,  belongs to E ,˜ R
Ž . l Ž .and then N B is isomorphic to kG J  kG as kP-interior algebras. 
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Ž .Remark 5.9. If l 2 then P has a faithful image in B cf. 5.1 and
Ž . Ž .therefore, by Lemma 3.8, condition 5.8.2 implies condition 5.8.3 .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Choosing j	  and kG  j kG j, we know that there are c,
Ž .P GŽ . Ž Ž . Ž .  .c 	 kGb such that b Tr c jc cf. 14.1 and 18.3 in 16 ; then,P
Ž . Ž .P fixes c j jc by conjugation in the kG-bimodule kG j j kG andk P
consequently we get a kG-bimodule homomorphism
kGb kG j j kG 5.8.4Ž . Ž . Ž .k P
GŽ .mapping xb on x  Tr c j jc for any x	G, which is clearly a sectionP
Ž . Ž .of the map kG j j kG  kGb determined by the product in kG;k P
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .since, homomorphism 5.8.4 maps j kG j on j kG j j kG j, it in-k P
duces the announced section s : B B B.D
Ž . l Ž .Now, since ND is an OP-interior subalgebra of kG J  kG , 
2Ž .denoting by 
  the element of  B, N determined by the k-algebra
Ž . l Ž . Ž .structure of kG J  kG cf. 5.5 , we certainly have 
2 2r N 
   D , id f  5.8.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D , B
2 Ž .and consequently, since Ext s, N still is a section of the correspond-BB	k
ing homomorphism, we get 
  
 . In particular, a representative 

Ž .of 
 in Ker  defines a k-algebra structure on N B isomorphic2
Ž . l Ž .to kG J  kG ; then, the choice of a k-algebra isomorphism 
Ž . l Ž .kG J  kG 
N B induces an injective k-algebra homomorphism 
h : NDN B and, in particular, a kP-interior algebra structure on	
N B; moreover, it is clear that the choice of a set of representatives for
Ž . lthe Z Z-orbits in a P P-stable k-basis of kG determines a kZJ -
Ž .basis of N B fulfilling condition 5.8.2 and, according to Lemma 3.8,
Ž .this basis fulfills also condition 5.8.3 .
Finally, once we have an injective k-algebra homomorphism
Ž .h : NDN B inducing the identity on N and on ND N, and
Ž . Ž .fulfilling conditions 5.8.2 and 5.8.3 , it follows from Remark 3.7 that the
corresponding kP-interior algebra N B fulfills all the hypotheses of
Ž . l Ž .Theorem 1.8, so that it is isomorphic to kG J  kG . 
Remark 5.10. Our result guarantees the existence of
h : NDN B
but does not supply any way to find it. On the contrary, a representative 

Ž .of 
 in Ker  can be described from a representative  of  and a2
section s : B B B, as follows: let Y be a subset of Y such that weD 	have B y  kP; then, for any a	 B and any y	 Y , we get y	Y 		




y Ž . Ž .for suitable d a 	D; moreover, we have s 1 Ý y y for˜y B y 	Y
	suitable y	 B; now, from the construction of the corresponding standard˜
 complex in 3, Chap. IX, Sect. 6 , for any a, a	 B, we can set

 a a  y  id f  d y  a  d y  a  y.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ˜Ý Ý y y ž /ž /
y , y	Y y	Y
	 	
5.10.2Ž .
APPENDIX: ON THE PREADDITIVE LOCAL CATEGORY
OF A BLOCK
A.1. We borrow notation from 1.5. From our extension of the results in
  Ž  .1 to the homology and cohomology groups cf. Sect. 2, Chap. III in 8 ,
we know that each occurrence of what has been called ‘‘the G-fusion
inside P ’’namely the data formed by a local pointed group Q such that 
Ž . xQ  P and by an element x	G fulfilling Q  P had to be under-   
Ž  .stood as a ‘‘difference’’ cf. Lemma 9, Chap. III in 8 : our approach to
 Alperin’s Fusion Theorem in 8, Chap. III , and to the corresponding
 version for pointed groups in 7, Sect. 2 was guided by this intuition.
   Although an earlier version of 8, Chap. III was mentioned in 15 , this
work ignored the action of G, losing a significant part of the information
carried by the G-fusion.
A.2. Yet, until our Warwick’s lecture on Brauer categories in 1991, we
did not realize that this intuition recovered more than a vague analogy,
and that the partially defined ‘‘linear combinations of double arrows’’
 considered in 8, Chap. III become true linear combinations in the
preadditie local category defined below. Recently, Alperin’s Fusion Theo-
 rem for pointed groups has been revised in 16, Sect. 48 but, unfortu-
 nately, this revision follows the poset point of view of 15 to introduce the
Žessential pointed groups, losing some linear structure see isomorphism
Ž . .A.9.3 below . In this appendix we develop our point of view where the
essential pointed groups appear as the objects with nontrivial residual
fusion structure, a definition to relate with all the other residual situations
Ž  .for instance, see 10, Sect. 3 .
Ž .A.3. Recall that the local category  b of OGb is formed by the localG
pointed groups on OGb as the objects and, given two of them Q and R , 
Ž .by E Q , R as the set of morphisms from Q to R , the compositionG    
being the ordinary composition of group exomorphisms. Now, the preaddi-
Ž .tie local category  b of OGb is the category formed by the sameG
Ž . Ž .objects, by the free -module E Q , R over E Q , R as the set ofG   G  
morphisms from Q to R , and by a distributive composition which 
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Ž .extends the composition in  b . Moreover, for any local pointed groupsG
Q and R on OGb, we consider the evident augmentation -linear map 
 :E Q , R   A.3.1Ž . Ž . ,  G  
Ž . Ž . Ž .sending any 	 E Q , R to 1, and set  Q , R Ker  ; actu-˜ G   G    , 
Ž .ally, these maps define an evident functor  : b  , where weG
identify  to the preadditive category having just one object with  as the
Žring of endomorphisms that is to say, the preadditive category of the
.trivial group with its unique block .
Ž .A.4. In particular, for any different , 	 E Q , R , we call the˜ ˜ G  
difference   a dimorphism from Q to R ; it is clear that the set of˜ ˜  
dimorphisms is stable by left and right composition with morphisms; notice
Ž .that, for any 	 E Q , R , the family˜ G  
  A.4.1 4 Ž .˜ ˜ Ž .  4 	E Q , R  ˜ ˜G  
Ž .is a -basis of  Q , R . The next elementary lemma relates anyG  
decomposition of a dimorphism as a sum of some of them, with the
 partially defined linear combinations introduced in 8, Chap. III , and in
Ž .  equality 2.15.3 in 7 .
 i 4  i 4i iLEMMA A.5. With the notation aboe, let Q and R be finite i	 I  i	 I
families of local pointed groups on OGb and, for any i	 I,   a˜ ˜i i
i i Ž i . Ž i .i i i idimorphism from Q to R ,  	 E Q , Q and  	 E R , R . If we˜ ˜  i G   i G  
hae
       A.5.1Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ž .Ý i i i i
i	I
 then there are n	 and an injectie map  : 0, n  I fulfilling
   ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ Ž0.  Ž0.  Ž0.
       for any 1 l n˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ Ž l1.  Ž l1.  Ž l1.  Ž l .  Ž l .  Ž l .
    . A.5.2Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ Žn.  Žn.  Žn.
Ž .Proof. Equality A.5.1 is obviously equivalent to
        A.5.3Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ý Ýi i i i i i
i	I i	I
and therefore, since  , there are i, i 	 I and a bijection˜ ˜
 4  4
 : I i  I i
fulfilling     ,     , and     ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜i i i i i i i i i 
 Ž i. 
 Ž i.
 4 Ž .for any i	 I i the possibility i i is not excluded! ; consequently,
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Ž . Ž .it suffices to define  recursively by setting  0  i and  l 1 
Ž Ž .. Ž .
  l for any l	 such that  l is already defined and different from
Ži, and to choose n	 equal to the maximal l where  is defined so
Ž . .that we get  n  i . Indeed, arguing by contradiction, assume that
Ž . Ž .there are 0 l l n such that  l   l ; that is to say, we have
lŽ . lŽ . llŽ .
 i  
 i and therefore we get i 
 i , a contradiction.
Ž .A.6. Let us consider the following -algebra  b and its left idealG
Ž . b , formed by the -modulesG
 b  E Q , R and  b   Q , P ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . G G   G G  
Q , R Q  
A.6.1Ž .
where Q and R run on the set of local pointed groups on OGb, 
endowed with the distributive product defined by
 if R Q˜ ˜    A.6.2Ž .˜˜ ½ 0 otherwise
for any local pointed groups Q , R , Q and R on OGb, any 	˜     
Ž . Ž   .E Q , R , and any 	 E Q , R . Now, according to Lemma A.5, it˜G   G    
is quite clear that the genuine purpose of Alperin’s Fusion Theorem is to
Ž . Ž .describe suitable generator sets of the  b -module  b . We onlyG G
Ž . Ž .consider homogeneous generator sets: an  b -generator set of  b isG G
Ž . Ž .a set of elements in the direct summands of  b in A.6.1 whichG
Ž . Ž .generates  b as an  b -module.G G
A.7. With this purpose, for any local pointed group Q on OGb, we set
 Q , P   R , P E Q , R , A.7.1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÝG   G   G  
R
where R runs on the set of local pointed groups on OGb such that either
    Ž .are maximal or fulfill R  Q ; the elements of  Q , P are calledG  
reducibles, whereas we say that Q is essential whenever
 Q , P  Q , PŽ . Ž .G   G  
Ž . Ž .and, coherently, call irreducibles the elements of  Q , P  Q , P ;G   G  
Ž .actually, any element of  Q , P is a sum of a family of reducibleG  
Ž .dimorphisms. It is clear that E Q acts by left multiplication on theG 
Ž . Ž . Ž .image of E Q , P in E Q , P  Q , P and in fact this action isG   G   G  
Ž .transitive as we prove below; we denote by M  the stabilizer of the˜
Ž . Ž . Ž .image of 	 E Q , P . Notice that  P , P  P , P and that˜ G   G   G  
the direct sum
 b   Q , P , A.7.2Ž . Ž .Ž .G G  
Q
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where Q runs on the set of local pointed groups on OGb, still is a left
Ž .ideal in  b .G
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION A.8. Let  be an  b -generator set of  b . The setG G
Ž .of irreducible elements of  still generates  b and, for any essentialG
pointed group Q on OGb, there is x	G such that  contains an
ŽŽ . x .irreducible element of  Q , P .G  
Ž .Proof. If 	 Q , P is not reducible and we have Ý  ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜G    	 ˜ ˜
Ž .for suitable  	 b where  runs on  , certainly there is an˜ ˜ G
Ž .irreducible element 	 such that 0  	 E Q , R for a suit-˜ ˜ G  ˜
    Ž . xable local pointed group R on OGb fulfilling R  Q , so that R  Q  
for some x	G. On the other hand, it is quite clear that if  is an˜
˜irreducible element of  , then we have Ý   for suitable˜	 4 ˜ ˜ ˜
˜ Ž .  4  4 Ž . 	 b where  runs on   , so that   still is an  b -˜ ˜ ˜ G G˜
Ž .generator set of  b .G
THEOREM A.9. A local pointed group Q on OGb is essential if and only
if it fulfills the following two conditions
Ž .A.9.1 Q is self-centralizing.
˜ ˜Ž . Ž .  A.9.2 E Q has a proper subgroup M such that p diides M andG 
˜˜ ˜ ˜  Ž .does not diide MM for any 	 E Q M.˜ G 
Ž . Ž .In this case, the groups M  , when  runs on E Q , P , are the minimal˜ ˜ G  
Ž . Ž .subgroups of E Q in condition A.9.2 , they contain Sylow p-subgroups ofG 
Ž .E Q , and we hae -linear isomorphismsG 
 E Q M  
 E Q , P  Q , P A.9.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .˜ Ž . Ž .G  G   G  
Ž .mapping the class of 	 E Q on the class of  ; in particular,˜ ˜ ˜G 
Ž . Ž .E Q acts transitiely on the image of E Q , P in the right member.G  G  
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let  be the point of N Q on OGb fulfilling Q N QG   G  
Ž Ž .  . Ž .cf. 37.7 in 16 , R a defect pointed group of N Q , and x an G  
Ž . xelement of G such that R  P ; denote by  : Q P the group 
Ž .homomorphism determined by conjugation by x, so that 	 E Q , P .˜ G  
Ž .For any 	 E Q , P induced by some x	G, we know that there is a˜ G  
  Ž . x   local pointed group R on OGb such that Q  R  P and R      
  Ž Ž .  .  Ž .Q cf. 20.5 in 16 ; then, R N Q by the uniqueness of  and  G  
Ž .  Ž .ntherefore there is n	N Q fulfilling R  R ; consequently, denot-G    
ing by  : Q R the inclusion map and by  : R P,   : Q R and
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 : QQ the group homomorphisms determinated by conjugation by xn,
x, and n, respectively, we get
˜      . A.9.4Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ž .
In particular, assuming that Q is essential,  and  have the same˜ ˜ ˜
Ž . Ž .image in E Q , P  Q , P , so that the -linear mapG   G  
E Q  E Q , P  Q , P A.9.5Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G  G   G  
Ž . Ž .sending 	 E Q to the class of  is surjective and E Q acts˜ ˜ ˜G  G 
Ž .transitively on the image of E Q , P ; moreover, from the very defini-G  
Ž .tion of M  , we get the factorization˜
 E Q M   E Q , P  Q , P . A.9.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .˜ Ž . Ž .G  G   G  
Ž .Furthermore, if we assume that M  then the dimorphism  ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
Ž .is not reducible; but, if  is the point of Q  C Q on OGb fulfillingG 
Ž . Ž Ž .  .Q Q  C Q cf. 37.7 in 16 and U  R is a defect pointed group G    
Ž . Ž . Ž .of Q  C Q , we have nmz for suitable m	N U and z	 C Q ;G   G  G
hence, denoting by  : QU the inclusion map and by  : U P and
 : UU the group homomorphisms respectively determined by conjuga-
tion by x and m, we get
˜ ˜    id     A.9.7Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ž /U
which forces QU, so that Q is self-centralizing.
On the other hand, since Q R, it is quite clear that the image of R in
Ž . Ž .E Q stabilizes the class of , so that it is contained in M  ; but, we˜ ˜G 
Ž . Žknow that this image is a Sylow p-subgroup of E Q cf. Lemma 3.11 inG 
 .  Ž . Ž . 11 . Now, assume that p divides M  M  , and let T be a local˜ ˜ 
pointed group on OGb such that we have Q  T and the image of T in 
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽE Q is a nontrivial p-subgroup of M  M  cf. Lemma 3.10 in˜ ˜G 
 .11 ; thus, respectively denoting by M and M the converse images in
Ž . Ž . Ž .N Q of M  and M  , and by  and  the points of M and M on˜ ˜G 
 Ž Ž .  .OGb such that M Q M cf. 37.7 in 16 , we have  
nR M  T M  R A.9.8Ž . Ž .    
and therefore there are m	M and m	M fulfilling
m nmR  T  R ; A.9.9Ž . Ž . Ž .  
consequently, respectively denoting by  : T P and   : T P the group
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homomorphisms induced by xm and xnm, by  : QQ and   : QQ
those induced by m1 and m1, and by  : Q T the inclusion map, we
have
˜ ˜    and       A.9.10Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ž .and therefore the elements    ,      and     are˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
Ž . Ž . Ž .reducible, so that we get M  M  M  .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
Ž .Conversely, assume that Q is self-centralizing and E Q has a proper G 
˜ Ž .subgroup M as in condition A.9.2 ; in particular, for any nontrivial
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ž .p-subgroup T of M, M contains N T and therefore a Sylow p-sub-E ŽQ .G ˜ Ž .group of M still is a Sylow p-subgroup of E Q ; hence, with theG 
˜ 1Ž .notation above, there is  	 E Q such that  M  contains the˜ ˜ ˜G 
Ž .  Ž . x     x image of N Q ; but, since Q  R  P and since R  Q andP     
Ž . Ž .x C Q  Z Q , this image is not trivial and therefore such elements  ˜P
˜Ž .determine a unique class in E Q M.G 
˜Ž . Ž .Consider the map E Q , P  E Q M sending  to the class of˜G   G 
 ; we claim that the corresponding -linear map˜
˜E Q , P   E Q M A.9.11Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G   G 
Ž . Ž .annihilates  Q , P ; according to definition A.7.1 , it suffices to proveG  
˜   that, for any local pointed group T on OGb fulfilling T  Q , any  ,
˜ ˜ ˜Ž . Ž . Ž . 	 E T , P and any 	 E Q , T , this map annihilates     ,˜ ˜G   G  
and it is clear that we may assume that Q  T and that  is induced by˜ 
˜Ž Ž .  .the inclusion map cf. 20.5 in 16 . If y, y	G respectively induce 
˜1 ˜1˜ ˜ ˜Ž .and  , and, for suitable  ,  	 E Q , M and M respectively˜ ˜ G 
Ž . Ž . Ž .y y contain the images of N Q and N Q in E Q then, as above,P  P  G 
the image of T is not trivial and it is contained in the intersection
˜1 ˜1 ˜1 ˜1˜ ˜ ˜ ˜M M , so that we have M M which forces  and   to be˜ ˜
in the same class.
Ž .In conclusion Q is essential and, from the -linear maps A.9.6 and
Ž .A.9.11 , we get the composed -linear map
˜ E Q M   E Q , P  Q , P   E Q MŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .˜ Ž . Ž . Ž .G  G   G   G 
A.9.12Ž .
˜ ˜Ž . Ž .sending  M  to  M; in particular, this proves that M  M and,˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
˜ Ž . Ž .applying it to MM  , that the -linear map A.9.6 is injective too.˜
Remark A.10. If Q is an essential pointed group on OGb and 	˜
Ž .E Q , P , notice thatG  
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .A.10.1 any proper subgroup M of E Q containing M  fulfills˜G 
Ž .condition A.9.2 .
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Ž .Indeed, since any nontrivial p-subgroup of E Q fixes a unique elementG 
Ž . Ž . Ž .on the image of E Q , P in E Q , P  Q , P , and the orbits ofG   G   G  
˜ ˜ Ž . M in this image have a cardinal equal to MM  which is prime to p,˜
˜˜ ˜any nontrivial p-subgroup of M is not contained in M for any 	˜
˜Ž .E Q M. On the other hand,G 
Ž . Ž .A.10.2 the set of normal subgroups of E Q which are not p-groupsG 
Ž .has a unique minimal element X Q and then we haeG 
E Q O p X Q  M  .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ˜G  G 
Indeed, arguing by contradiction, we may assume that there are two
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ž .    normal subgroups X and X  of E Q such that p divides X and X  ,G 
˜ ˜ but does not divide X X  ; in particular, if R is a Sylow p-subgroup of
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ž .M  , setting T X R and T  X  R, they are not trivial and we˜
have
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜  4T , T   X X  R 1 A.10.3Ž .
˜ ˜ 2and then, since T  T  contains a noncyclic subgroup of order p , it is well
known that
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜² : 4X X  C   	 T  T  1 A.10.4Ž . Ž .˜ ˜˜ ˜X X 
˜ ˜Ž .which proves that M  contains X  X ; but, in the quotient˜
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ž . Ž .E Q  X X  , the images of X and X  centralize each other and, inG 
˜ ˜particular, the image of T centralizes the image of X , so that this last
Ž . Žimage is contained in the image of M  , a contradiction see also˜
 .Proposition 5 in the Chapter II of 8 .
A.11. Finally, the next corollary is a refined form of Alperin’s Fusion
 Theorem for pointed groups and implies Theorem 48.3 in 16 . If Q is a
local pointed group on OG and x	G we denote by  Q : Q
Q x thex
isomorphism mapping u	Q on u x.
COROLLARY A.12. Let E be a set of representaties contained in P for
the G-conjugacy classes of essential pointed groups on OGb. For any local
Ž .pointed group Q on OGb and any , 	 E Q , P , there are 	˜ ˜ ˜ G  
Ž .  i 4iE P , a finite family Q of elements of E and, for any i	 I,G   i	 I
Ž i . Ž i . Ž .i i 	 E Q , P , a p-element  of X Q M  , and  	˜ ˜ ˜ ˜i N Ž P .   i G  i iG 
Ž i .iE Q , Q fulfillingG  
 
i   id      id  . A.12.1Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ÝŽ . ž /P i i Q i
i	I
Ž .In particular, any  b -isomorphism between local pointed groups on B isG
Ž . Q Ž . xequal to a composition of  b -isomorphisms  from Q to Q where˜G x  
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Ž .either x belongs to N P or is a p-element normalizing an essential pointedG 
group R on B containing Q . 
Proof. First of all, we prove the corresponding equality replacing E by
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .E P and setting X P  E P , M   1 for any 	 E P ,˜ ˜ G  G  G 
 and  id ; it is clear that, arguing by induction on P : Q , we may˜ P
assume that Q P and that   is not reducible; but, in that case, Q˜ ˜ 
 Ž . xis essential and thus there is x	G such that Q  Q belongs to E ;  
moreover, denoting by  : Q P the inclusion map and considering
Ž Q .1 Ž Q .1 pŽ Ž  ..  and   , there are  ,  	O X Q such that˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜x x G  
1 1Q Q     and       A.12.2Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ž . Ž .x x
Ž Ž ..are reductibles cf. Theorem A.9 and A.10.2 ; thus, since we have

Q Q       id ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ž /x Q  x

1 Q Q    id     ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ž .ž /Q  x x
and since  and   can be decomposed as products of p-elements of˜ ˜
Ž  .X Q , it suffices to apply the induction hypothesis again.G  
At that point, we can apply Lemma A.5 to the corresponding equality
and, arguing by induction on the length n of the corresponding sequence,
Ž .we may assume that there is  	 E Q , P such that we get a decom-˜ G  
position as announced
 
i    id      id  A.12.3Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ÝŽ . ž /P i i Q i
i	I

Ž .and that we have        id   for a suitable Q 	˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Q   
 4 Ž  .E  P and some  	 E Q , P , some p-element   	˜ ˜ N Ž P .   G 
Ž  . Ž . Ž  . X Q M  and some   	 E Q , Q . If Q 	 E then we still˜ ˜G   G     
get the announced decomposition; if we have Q  P then  is an˜  
exoisomorphism and, since       and     , we get˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
Ž .1   where       ; consequently, from equality˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
Ž .A.12.3 , we obtain
  ˜ ˜ ˜

i         id  , A.12.4Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ž .Ý ž /i i Q i
i	I
and therefore   has the announced form too.˜ ˜
Ž . xIn particular, if Q  P and x	G fulfills Q  P , we choose ˜   
induced by the inclusion map and  by the conjugation by x1, apply˜
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Lemma A.5 again, and still argue by induction on the length of the
Ž . ycorresponding sequence; thus, we get y	G such that Q  P , that 
Ž . Qthe  b -isomorphism  is as announced and that, denoting by  : Q˜G y
 P the group homomorphism determined by conjugation by y1, we still
have

     id  A.12.5Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ž .R
 4 Ž . Ž .for some R 	 E P , some 	 E R , P , some 	 E Q , R˜ ˜  N Ž P .   G  G 
Ž .and some  induced by a p-element z of N R ; then, we may assume˜ G 
Ž .that    and    ; hence, for suitable m	N P and˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ G 
Ž .n Ž . y Ž .mn	G, we have y nm and Q  R , so that Q  R  P and    
therefore, for a suitable u	 P, we get
 Q   Q y z
m
 Q ym  Q . A.12.6Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜x u z y
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